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VersionInfo is a utility to help you easily manage and view the version information about programs and packages installed on your computer. It displays
information about the version of the installed program and the version of the program which you are trying to install. If you need to update a program to a
newer version, VersionInfo will tell you which program to update. Features: 1. Displays version information about currently installed programs and
packages. 2. Shows your installed software version. 3. Displays your software update version. 4. Easy-to-use, No any WinApi or System Vrutines called.
5. Portable Software Environment. 6. It is powerful and quick compare two version of software and find out the compatible software in one click. 7.
Support to more software (such as Adobe, CorelDraw, Java, Media Player, Microsoft Office,...) 8. In addition to displaying software version information,
VersionInfo can also display software changelog and package installation log. 9. Free support. FringaBar is a simple and easy-to-use Windows RSS feed
reader, which enables you to subscribe to your favorite RSS feeds, and read new entries in a clean interface. You can subscribe to several RSS feeds at
once, just right-click on them, and choose the RSS feed subscription. To unsubscribe, right-click on one of the RSS feeds and choose ‘Unsubscribe’. You
will receive a notification whenever there are new updates on the associated RSS feed. Click on an RSS feed to launch the subscriptions page, where you
can view new entries for the selected feed. The RSS feed will display a list of new items, each with an icon showing the link to the web page containing
the article (if available). You can customize the style and the size of the fonts to view the items. You can also choose to check or not the ‘Allow images’
option. You can set the background color and the layout of the page, for example to show the feed as a horizontal or vertical list, and use the ‘Pull Down’
feature to view all the items in a unified page. The app includes a customizable skin, to change the way it looks. A quick toggle button is available to
quickly switch between the skins and the default interface. You can also choose the default skin, which is saved in your profile. FringaBar is a simple and
easy-to-use Windows
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VersInfoEx is a simple to use application which brings a minor, yet useful tweak to the shell of the Properties window. The program re-introduces the
‘Version’ tab in the Properties dialog box, a feature borrowed from Windows XP, which was removed starting with ulterior editions of the operating
system. Add Version tab to Properties VersInfoEx adds the Version tab, right next to Details, meaning it does not replace or remove the latter. Instead, it
offers you the possibility to view or copy the information you need from the suitable tab. However, the Version sheet is only displayed in the Properties
window of applications, not files, folders or other items. File version, description and copyright are highlighted by being separately displayed at the top of
the tab, while the other categories can be viewed in the designated box. There are also certain lines not included by the Version tab, such as File size, date
modified or language, which are displayed in Details. Minor tweak for useful features VersInfoEx can add the Version tab in the Properties window of
programs, in post-XP operating systems. The tab is displayed next to the Details sheet, offering additional information and the possibility of copying any
data to clipboard. A comments section and information regarding the installer are available in the Version tab. Symbols VersInfoEx Description:
VersInfoEx is a simple to use application which brings a minor, yet useful tweak to the shell of the Properties window. The program re-introduces the
‘Version’ tab in the Properties dialog box, a feature borrowed from Windows XP, which was removed starting with ulterior editions of the operating
system. Additional information in a re-introduced tab All the Windows operating system editions, post-XP feature a modification of the Properties dialog,
when it comes to programs. While in Windows XP, the product information could be found in the Version tab, in later editions, the data is available in the
Details tab. Moreover, the Details tab features less, more condensed information than Version and it does not permit copying the data. Categories such as
Comments and Installer Info are not displayed in the Details tab. This is why VersInfoEx is designed to bring the Version tab back in the Properties
window. Add Version tab to Properties VersInfoEx adds the Version tab, right next to Details, meaning it does not replace or remove the latter. Instead, it
offers you the possibility to view or copy the information you need from the suitable tab b7e8fdf5c8
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VersInfoEx is a simple to use application which brings a minor, yet useful tweak to the shell of the Properties window. The program re-introduces the
‘Version’ tab in the Properties dialog box, a feature borrowed from Windows XP, which was removed starting with ulterior editions of the operating
system. Additional information in a re-introduced tab All the Windows operating system editions, post-XP feature a modification of the Properties dialog,
when it comes to programs. While in Windows XP, the product information could be found in the Version tab, in later editions, the data is available in the
Details tab. Moreover, the Details tab features less, more condensed information than Version and it does not permit copying the data. Categories such as
Comments and Installer Info are not displayed in the Details tab. This is why VersInfoEx is designed to bring the Version tab back in the Properties
window. Add Version tab to Properties VersInfoEx adds the Version tab, right next to Details, meaning it does not replace or remove the latter. Instead, it
offers you the possibility to view or copy the information you need from the suitable tab. However, the Version sheet is only displayed in the Properties
window of applications, not files, folders or other items. File version, description and copyright are highlighted by being separately displayed at the top of
the tab, while the other categories can be viewed in the designated box. There are also certain lines not included by the Version tab, such as File size, date
modified or language, which are displayed in Details. Minor tweak for useful features VersInfoEx can add the Version tab in the Properties window of
programs, in post-XP operating systems. The tab is displayed next to the Details sheet, offering additional information and the possibility of copying any
data to clipboard. A comments section and information regarding the installer are available in the Version tab. 1. What the hell is this? A new version of a
classic A simple utility for modifying the Windows Properties dialog in a better way. VersInfoEx is a simple tool that adds the Version tab to the
Properties window. The Version sheet can be displayed from any software property sheets. 2. What do I have to do? You will have to download the latest
version from the VersInfoEx web site (see VersInfoEx link in the introduction). Follow the instructions to install it and run the application. 3. Is it free?
Yes, it is free to use. There
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System Requirements For VersInfoEx:

Windows 10 Intel i5/AMD equivalent 12 GB of RAM (8 GB recommended) 2 GB of VRAM Internet connection required What is it? Goat Simulator is a
physics-based goat simulator and the definition of goat simulator. The game's simple premise is to make a goat walk around a mountain and avoid slopes
and cracks while attempting to eat anything and everything it can lay its delicate snout upon. It's a simple game, but it's an absolute blast. You can expect
to spend
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